A key next step in synthetic biology is to combine simple circuits into higher-order systems. In this work, we expanded our synthetic riboregulation platform into a genetic switchboard that independently controls the expression of multiple genes in parallel. First, we designed and characterized riboregulator variants to complete the foundation of the genetic switchboard; then we constructed the switchboard sensor, a testing platform that reported on quorumsignaling molecules, DNA damage, iron starvation, and extracellular magnesium concentration in single cells. As a demonstration of the biotechnological potential of our synthetic device, we built a metabolism switchboard that regulated four metabolic genes, pgi, zwf, edd, and gnd, to control carbon flow through three Escherichia coli glucose-utilization pathways: the Embden-Meyerhof, Entner-Doudoroff, and pentose phosphate pathways. We provide direct evidence for switchboard-mediated shunting of metabolic flux by measuring mRNA levels of the riboregulated genes, shifts in the activities of the relevant enzymes and pathways, and targeted changes to the E. coli metabolome. The design, testing, and implementation of the genetic switchboard illustrate the successful construction of a higher-order system that can be used for a broad range of practical applications in synthetic biology and biotechnology.
A key next step in synthetic biology is to combine simple circuits into higher-order systems. In this work, we expanded our synthetic riboregulation platform into a genetic switchboard that independently controls the expression of multiple genes in parallel. First, we designed and characterized riboregulator variants to complete the foundation of the genetic switchboard; then we constructed the switchboard sensor, a testing platform that reported on quorumsignaling molecules, DNA damage, iron starvation, and extracellular magnesium concentration in single cells. As a demonstration of the biotechnological potential of our synthetic device, we built a metabolism switchboard that regulated four metabolic genes, pgi, zwf, edd, and gnd, to control carbon flow through three Escherichia coli glucose-utilization pathways: the Embden-Meyerhof, Entner-Doudoroff, and pentose phosphate pathways. We provide direct evidence for switchboard-mediated shunting of metabolic flux by measuring mRNA levels of the riboregulated genes, shifts in the activities of the relevant enzymes and pathways, and targeted changes to the E. coli metabolome. The design, testing, and implementation of the genetic switchboard illustrate the successful construction of a higher-order system that can be used for a broad range of practical applications in synthetic biology and biotechnology.
A s synthetic biology matures, the drive for higher-order systems and larger DNA assemblies is intensifying (1, 2) . Recent successes include a sensing array for the detection of heavy metals and pathogens and a wide range of logic computations using simple circuits and chemical wires (3, 4) . However, this push for complexity underscores the need for interoperable parts and expandable systems (5) . Additional components that can be scaled up and operate orthogonally are needed for synthetic biology to continue to produce innovative systems and capitalize on its full potential in biotechnology (6) . Previously, we introduced the synthetic riboregulator, an RNA-based gene-expression system, and noted its orthogonal expression capabilities (7, 8) . Here, we present a genetic switchboard, a higher-order device that independently and tightly regulates multiple genes in parallel.
A switchboard is as an assembly of switches that is useful for controlling and linking electrical circuits. Here, we define a genetic switchboard as an assembly of orthogonal, genetic switches that is useful for controlling and linking biological circuits and pathways. The current iteration of our genetic switchboard combines four synthetic riboregulators serving as the orthogonal genetic switches for the platform. An individual riboregulator controls gene expression posttranscriptionally via two RNA species, a cis-repressed mRNA (crRNA) and a trans-activating RNA (taRNA) (Fig. 1A) . Once transcribed, target-gene translation is blocked on the crRNA by the cis-repressive sequence forming a stem loop with the ribosome-binding site (RBS). Switching on target-gene expression requires the transcription of the taRNA, a small, noncoding RNA containing the trans-activating sequence, which destabilizes the crRNA stem loop and frees the RBS. Features of synthetic riboregulation that make it an attractive choice for the foundation of a switchboard include physiologically relevant protein production, component modularity, leakage minimization, tunability, fast response times, easy logic programmability, and negligible crosstalk between variants with different cis-repressive and trans-activating sequences (8) .
Originally, only two synthetic riboregulator variants were engineered with acceptable dynamic ranges, the RR10 and RR12 variants (7) . In the present work, we first expanded the number of riboregulator variants; this expansion was needed to complete a genetic switchboard. We used two distinct rational design strategies that focused on different components of riboregulation. Using RR12 as the prototype, we replaced its RBS with an engineered RBS of similar strength and mutated the bases involved in the initial crRNA-taRNA recognition complex. After obtaining a set of four orthogonal variants, we assembled the riboregulators onto two plasmids in single cells to create the genetic switchboard and tested the performance of the switchboard in a biosensing setup with easily detectable outputs. The switchboard sensor simultaneously regulates four differentiable reporters, GFP, mCherry, β-galactosidase, and luciferase, with four environmentally sensitive promoters, pLuxI, P LlexO , P LfurO , and pMgrB, respectively. Measured reporter levels showcase the tight and powerful regulation, with minimal crosstalk, provided by the genetic switchboard.
Biological circuitry that regulates many genes in parallel lends itself to a variety of biotechnological applications and particularly to metabolic engineering. Synthetic biology has a history of providing components for metabolic engineering, such as biosynthetic pathways and enzyme scaffolds (9, 10) . Adding to this toolbox, the genetic switchboard is a well-defined, biological module that possesses the flexibility to aid different metabolic engineering strategies. As proof of concept, we constructed a metabolism switchboard that controls carbon flux through three Escherichia coli glucose-utilization pathways, the EmbdenMeyerhof (EMP), Entner-Doudoroff (EDP), and pentose phosphate (PPP) pathways, via the regulation of four different genes, pgi, zwf, edd, and gnd. The performance of the metabolism switchboard over multiple biological scales, namely, at the RNA, protein, and metabolome levels, showcases the real-world potential of our higher-order control system.
Results and Discussion
Rational Design of Riboregulator Variants. In the initial synthetic riboregulator study, the RR10 variant was constructed successfully, and, in an attempt to improve the dynamic range of the system, the RR12 variant was built as a rationally designed refinement (7). Here, RR42 and RR12y, the two riboregulator variants required to create the genetic switchboard, also were rationally designed, but via two unique strategies. RR42 was the result of RBS manipulation, and RR12y was the result of mutating the crRNA-taRNA recognition sequence. In both cases, RR12 was the parent riboregulator variant, and we attempted to minimize the changes to the successful RR12 blueprint while introducing enough mutations to generate orthogonal activity. Therefore, critical specifications of RR12, such as the Mfoldpredicted secondary structures and thermodynamic values, were preserved in the designs of RR42 and RR12y (11) .
When constructing the RR42 riboregulator, we targeted the RBS of the RR12 variant. Using the RBS Calculator (12), we identified a synthetic RBS candidate that had the same length and similar predicted strength as the RBS in the RR12 riboregulator. We subcloned this synthetic RBS into the RR12 variant to generate the riboregulator RR42. The cis-repressive sequence is highly complementary to the RBS, and replacing the RBS in the RR12 variant mandated that mutations be made in the cisrepressive sequence to maintain this strong complementation. The RR42 crRNA secondary structure is presented in Fig. 2A ; the mutations in the RBS and corresponding mutations in the cis-repressive sequence are outlined in purple.
When constructing the RR12y riboregulator, we targeted the recognition sequence of the RR12 variant. The first step in transactivation of cis-repressed gene expression is the interaction between the linear region of the taRNA and the loop region of the crRNA (13) . Without efficient recognition, we speculate that the rate of crRNA-taRNA duplex formation will drop dramatically, regardless of complementation between the cis-repressive and trans-activating sequences. Keeping the RBS and cis-repressive sequence of the RR12 variant intact, we mutated only two bases in the recognition loop region of the crRNA, along with the corresponding taRNA bases, to generate the riboregulator RR12y. The RR12y crRNA secondary structure is presented in Fig. 2A ; the two mutated bases are outlined in purple.
We characterized the RR42 and RR12y variants by riboregulating GFP (Fig. 2 B and C) . In addition, we investigated each combination of crRNA-taRNA to assess orthogonality ( Fig. 2 B-D) . For example, we measured GFP expression from three plasmids, each containing crR42 but with three different taRNA variants, taR42, taR12y, and taR12 (Fig. 2B) . The RR42 and RR12y riboregulators showed activation of GFP expression only when the cognate taRNA was present and induced ( Fig. 2 B and C). At 3 h after induction, the RR42 variant (crR42-taR42) displayed an ∼70-fold change in fluorescence, significantly higher than fold changes from the crR42-taR12 and crR42-taR12y control plasmids (Fig. 2B ). More impressively, the RR12y variant (crR12y-taR12y) exhibited a 200-fold increase in GFP expression at 3 h postinduction, outperforming the parent variant RR12 (Fig.  2C) . Again, noncognate GFP expression was reduced substantially in the crR12y-taR42 and crR12y-taR12 control plasmids. We address the two-to three-times lower GFP expression observed for the RR42 riboregulator in detail in SI Results and Discussion. Importantly, the RR42 and RR12y variants will not disrupt the performance of the RR12 riboregulator, because the parent variant also showed minimal amounts of GFP induction from the control plasmids crR12-taR42 and crR12-taR12y (Fig. 2D ).
In the genetic switchboard setting, the amount of crosstalk undoubtedly would be lower than the GFP expression levels measured from noncognate crRNA-taRNA binding in the control plasmids ( Fig. 2 B-D) . If multiple riboregulators are present in the same cell, there should be a degree of preferential binding between cognate crRNA and taRNA molecules. With these control plasmids, the preferred cognate crRNA-taRNA interaction was not available; the noncognate duplex was the only possible interaction. Furthermore, part of the measured crosstalk was caused solely by transcription of more crRNA and, thus, by more opportunities for leakage. The contribution of this leakage factor was highlighted by GFP expression when the taRNA remained uninduced (Fig. 2 B-D; dotted line with squares). When integrating simple modules into a higher-order system, it is imperative that the building blocks perform well individually. These characterization assays demonstrated the generous range of expression, low leakage, and orthogonality of the individual riboregulator variants, thus highlighting their suitability for use in the genetic switchboard.
Switchboard Sensor. We introduced the four riboregulator variants into single cells and used these variants to regulate four reporters-GFP, mCherry, β-galactosidase (LacZ), and firefly luciferase-in parallel (Fig. 3A) to test the effectiveness of the genetic switchboard directly. GFP and mCherry are fluorescent proteins with independent excitation and emission spectra, and LacZ and luciferase are identified in colorimetric and luminescent assays, respectively. This combination of reporters allowed straightforward, fast, and differentiable detection of the four switchboard-regulated genes.
We chose four promoters that were sensitive to environmental conditions, thereby creating a switchboard sensor. The promoters pLuxI, P LlexO , P LfurO , and pMgrB regulated GFP, mCherry, LacZ, and luciferase, respectively (Fig. 3A) . Derived from a quorumsensing pathway in Vibrio fischeri, pLuxI responds to the addition of the quorum-signaling molecule acyl-homoserine lactone (AHL) (14) . P LlexO and P LfurO were based on the design of the synthetic P LlacO-1 promoter, with LexA and Fur binding sites replacing the LacR operators (15, 16) . The LexA repressor undergoes RecA-mediated autocleavage upon recognition of DNA damage, and the transcription factor Fur de-represses iron uptake and utilization genes when the concentration of extracellular iron drops (17, 18) . Thus, P LlexO functioned as a DNAdamage sensor, and P LfurO functioned as an iron sensor. We used the DNA-damaging drug mitomycin C (MMC) and the iron chelator 1,10-phenanthroline to drive expression from P LlexO and P LfurO , respectively. Finally, pMgrB, a natural E. coli promoter modulated by the magnesium-sensitive regulator PhoQ, functioned as a magnesium sensor (19) . Mg 2+ concentration is inversely related to pMgrB activity, and we added MgCl 2 to repress pMgrB expression. All switchboard sensor promoters regulated both the crRNA and taRNA for a given riboregulator (Fig. 3A) . We induced the reporters individually and normalized all values by the switchboard sensor OFF state, in which the expression of each reporter was repressed. Switchboard sensor induction data are presented in Fig. 3 B-E. Upon addition of the quorum signal AHL, expression of GFP increased dramatically (Fig. 3B) . At 2 h after induction, GFP levels were nearly 100 times higher than in the OFF state, and by 3 h GFP levels were well over 150 times greater. MMC powerfully increased mCherry expression, with a rise of more than 200-fold at 3 h posttreatment (Fig. 3C) . Moreover, MMC-treated cells showed decreased activity relative to the OFF state in the LacZ and luciferase assays (Fig. 3 D and E) , most likely because of cells shifting resources from reporter production to surviving the DNA stress.
Iron chelator boosted β-galactosidase activity by more than five times relative to the OFF state, a significant jump as compared with the other treatments (Fig. 3D) . Notably, previous studies have shown DNA damage can affect Fur-mediated iron regulation (16) . In this case, MMC-treated cells did not show a bump in P LfurO de-repression, thus providing further evidence of riboregulator orthogonality. In the luminescence dataset, growing switchboard sensor cells without exogenous MgCl 2 , and thus in a state of Mg 2+ limitation, resulted in approximately constant luciferase expression that was 25-to 40-fold higher than in the OFF state (Fig. 3E) . Because we established Mg 2+ limitation at inoculation, we detected luciferase induction at time 0 (OD 600 ∼0.3). We added the inducers for GFP, mCherry, and LacZ at time 0; hence, we did not detect expression of the fluorescent or colorimetric reporters at that time point. Also, the low luciferase levels from the iron chelator treatment demonstrated the specificity of 1,10-phenanthroline chelation.
The switchboard sensor exhibited tight and powerful regulation of four reporters in parallel. We measured very large expression ranges, between 100-and 200-fold inductions for the fluorescent reporters. In addition, leakage and crosstalk between riboregulators were minimal in each treatment; no significant unintended gene expression was captured. These results confirmed the orthogonality of the RR42 and RR12y variants first observed in the characterization experiments. Together, the biosensing tests established the high functionality of our genetic switchboard.
Metabolism Switchboard. We chose to showcase the biotechnological potential of the genetic switchboard in a metabolic engineering proof-of-concept application. Our metabolism switchboard riboregulated four E. coli genes, pgi, zwf, edd, and gnd, which control carbon flux through three glucose-utilization pathways: EMP (familiarly, glycolysis), EDP, and PPP (Fig. 4 A and B) . Manipulating these metabolic enzymes and pathways provided an ideal situation to determine the effectiveness of the metabolism switchboard. Pgi, Zwf, Edd, and Gnd comprise major branch points at the beginning of their respective metabolic pathways and have no redundant counterparts (Fig. 4B) (20) . Therefore, the riboregulated enzymes are responsible for the catabolism of all glucose imported into the cell, and shifts among the pathways are clearly defined and measurable. Furthermore, these pathways have been identified as potential metabolic engineering targets for increased production of industrial chemicals (21) .
To transfer control of glucose metabolism to the genetic switchboard, pgi, zwf, edd, and gnd were removed from the MG1655Pro (F-, λ-, Sp R , lacR, tetR) genome, and cells were grown in modified M9 minimal medium with 0.5% glucose as the sole carbon source (15) . Notably, the experimental design included an overnight incubation in which switchboard cells were grown in the EMP, the default metabolic state of our system. The EMP was chosen as the default pathway because it is a major component of E. coli central carbon metabolism. Nearly 80% of glucose is metabolized via the EMP in wild-type cells, and shifting flux to less-used pathways is a significant departure from the typical metabolic state of the cell (20, 21) . In each experiment, the EMP remained the target pathway after the overnight incubation, or inducers were added to shift carbon flux to the EDP or PPP. These three states of the metabolism switchboard were compared with untreated MG1655Pro cells without plasmids (wild-type control), representing normal glucose metabolism. As with the switchboard sensor, one promoter regulated both the crRNA and taRNA for each riboregulator variant in our metabolism switchboard. Specifically, pMgrB, anhydrotetracycline (aTc)-sensitive P LtetO-1 , isopropyl-β-D-thio-galactoside (IPTG)-sensitive P LlacO-1 , and pLuxI regulated pgi, zwf, edd, and gnd, respectively (Fig. 4A) . The combination of inducers that determined the target pathway of the metabolism switchboard is illustrated in Fig. 4B . Briefly, without any inducers, the EMP (Pgi ON) was the target metabolic state. When we boosted the Mg 2+ concentration with exogenous MgCl 2 , the EMP was shut down via pMgrB repression. We then shifted carbon flux to the EDP (Zwf and Edd ON) by inducing with aTc and IPTG, or we shunted flux to the PPP (Zwf and Gnd ON) by inducing with aTc and AHL.
Cells in each experiment were harvested for analysis at late exponential growth phase (OD 600 ∼0.8). At this OD 600 , the growth rate was approximately constant, and cells were expected to reach a metabolic quasi-steady state in which carbon fluxes and metabolite concentrations were approximately constant (22) . Hence, we avoided measuring metabolic transition states when switching metabolic pathways. Importantly, there was not a significant difference in the growth rates of switchboard cells when targeting the EMP or shifting to the EDP or PPP (Fig. 3D ). Similar growth rates enabled a clear comparison of metabolic states.
We measured the performance of the metabolism switchboard across the RNA, protein, and metabolome biological scales. Because the switchboard relied on the production of multiple RNA species, we used quantitative PCR (qPCR) to measure relative mRNA concentrations; qPCR reported on the performance of the metabolism switchboard at its most basic level. Relative mRNA concentrations, the qPCR output, described the abundance of crRNA molecules for each target gene in each metabolic state. This measurement provided a check that the switchboard was built correctly and that the promoters used were performing as expected and were independently activated. qPCR data are presented in Fig. 4C . For each metabolic state, the relative mRNA concentrations for pgi, zwf, edd, and gnd were totaled, and the percentage of each gene in this total was calculated. For example, in the wild-type control, pgi mRNA accounted for nearly 50% of the total mRNA measured between all four metabolic genes. The distribution of relative mRNA concentrations in the wild-type sample agreed with carbon flux data in the literature. In normal glucose metabolism, the distribution of flux through the EMP, PPP, and EDP is ∼75%, 25%, and <1%, respectively (20, 21) . Here, pgi mRNA was present in the highest percentage in the wild-type sample, with decreasing percentages of gnd > zwf > edd mRNA.
In the default EMP state of the metabolism switchboard, pgi mRNA represented 90% of the switchboard-regulated mRNA, a positive result because pgi was the only induction target in this state. When the target pathway was shifted to the EDP and PPP, zwf mRNA dominated, with percentages >75% in each case. In addition, both edd and gnd mRNA were present at significantly higher percentages in the metabolic states in which they were induced. edd mRNA constituted almost 10% of the total in the EDP, compared with <1.5% in the EMP or PPP, and gnd mRNA constituted 20% of the total in the PPP, compared with <2% in the EMP or EDP.
The qPCR data illustrated that the metabolism switchboard was functional at the RNA level and that the desired amount of crRNA was present for each gene when targeting the EMP and (27) . Glucose imported into the cell is converted quickly to glucose-6-phosphate (G6P). Phosphoglucose isomerase (Pgi; green), regulated here by Mg 2+ -sensitive pMgrB, converts G6P to fructose-6-phosphate (F6P), which is the first step in the EMP. Glucose-6-phosphate dehydrogenase (Zwf; red), regulated here by aTc-sensitive P LtetO-1 , converts G6P to 6-phosphogluconolactone, which then is converted to 6-phosphogluconate (6PG) by 6-phosphogluconolactonase (Pgl; not shown). Phosphogluconate dehydratase (Edd; blue), regulated here by IPTG-sensitive P LlacO-1 , converts 6PG to 2-keto-3-deoxy-6-phosphogluconate (KDPG), which is the first of only two steps in the EDP. 6-Phosphogluconate dehydrogenase (Gnd; purple), regulated here by AHL-sensitive pLuxI, converts 6PG to ribulose-5-phosphate (Ru5P), which is the distinguishing step in the PPP. shifting to the EDP and PPP. Beyond the RNA level, we used enzyme activity assays to determine whether translation was occurring as desired and whether the target enzymes were active. Shunting of carbon through a target pathway requires shifting the activities of the relevant enzymes (23) . Although activity also can depend on covalent modifications and effector interactions, the metabolism switchboard was designed to change activity through alterations of enzyme concentrations (23) .
Enzyme activity data, expressed in nanomolars per minute per milligram, for Zwf, the EDP, and Gnd are presented in Fig. 5A . Zwf is the gateway enzyme to the EDP and PPP (Fig. 4B) . When we shifted carbon flux to the EDP or PPP, Zwf activity increased by a factor of more than 60. Shifting metabolic flux away from Pgi and the EMP is a severe change for the cell, and increasing Zwf activity to high levels is the key step in this shift. Because Pgi and Zwf form a branch point for glucose, this impressive boost in Zwf activity ensured that a significant amount of carbon would be shunted to the EDP and PPP, even if there were no change in Pgi activity. Notably, the induced Zwf activity was 20-fold higher than the wild-type activity, and the uninduced Zwf activity was threefold lower than wild-type activity; these results underscored the tightness and range of switchboard protein production.
We measured the activity of the entire EDP, instead of just determining the Edd enzyme activity. The EDP consists of only two enzymes, Edd and Eda, both of which are required to produce the output molecule of the activity assay, pyruvate (24) . When we shunted carbon from the EMP to the EDP, pathway activity increased by two orders of magnitude (Fig. 5A) . Furthermore, the very low wild-type EDP activity highlighted how minor the pathway is in normal glucose metabolism and thus how dramatically the switchboard altered wild-type carbon flow.
When we shifted carbon flow to the PPP, Gnd activity rose by more than 50 times (Fig. 5A) . Again, the metabolism switchboard significantly up-regulated the target enzyme activity while tightly repressing unintended activity in the EMP and EDP states. Interestingly, Gnd activity was slightly higher in the wildtype control than in the PPP switchboard state. This result underlined the link between the RNA and protein scales, because wild-type Gnd mRNA was more abundant than switchboard-regulated Gnd mRNA (Fig. 4C) .
Unfortunately, Pgi activity could not be measured reliably. The Pgi assay required the presence of Zwf to produce the assay output NADPH (23) . Because Zwf activity increased nearly 100 times when carbon flux was shifted from the EMP to the EDP or PPP, consistent Pgi activity values across metabolic states were not obtained, even when exogenous Zwf was added to all samples. However, the measured enzyme activities showed a clear shift away from the EMP via the activation of the EDP and PPP. These two pathways remained tightly off, with activity below that of wild-type levels, until the powerful, switchboard-mediated induction of the relevant enzymes.
Finally, we examined the performance of the metabolism switchboard on the metabolome scale. Metabolic-profiling was performed to identify changes in the levels of a large number of metabolites, intermediates, and biochemicals. A major goal of the metabolomics study was to provide the direct evidence of switchboard-mediated EMP activation and deactivation that was not found in the RNA-and protein-scale data.
The metabolic-profiling output consisted of normalized area values for each metabolite and biochemical detected via GC/MS, liquid chromatography (LC)/MS, and LC/MS/MS. In addition to the usual EMP, EDP, PPP, and wild-type samples, we investigated two additional metabolism switchboard samples, EMP > EDP and EMP > PPP. These samples were switched from the EMP state to the EDP or PPP state during exponential growth and metabolic steady state, as opposed to shifting from the EMP state after the overnight incubation. Thus, the EMP > EDP and EMP > PPP samples provided different and more rigorous pathway-switching conditions.
EMP activation and deactivation were demonstrated by both direct and indirect means in the metabolic-profiling data. First, when the EMP was the target metabolic pathway, the metabolism switchboard enriched three downstream intermediates in the EMP: 3-phosphoglycerate, 2-phosphoglycerate, and phosphoenolpyruvate (Fig. 5B) . The magnitude of enrichment was above wild-type levels, a sign of an overactive EMP, and resembled previous studies measuring carbon flux in PPP and EDP knockouts (20, 21) . Moreover, EMP intermediates were less abundant in the EDP, PPP, EMP > EDP, and EMP > PPP metabolic states than in the wild-type control. This decrease in metabolite levels was particularly striking for the EMP > EDP and EMP > PPP samples, because here the costly shift from the EMP was instigated during the metabolically active exponential growth phase. Similarly, the major detoxification pathway for methylglyoxal, a toxic byproduct formed primarily by the EMP, was enriched only in the EMP samples (Fig. 5C) (25) . The switchboard not only altered the direct metabolic intermediates of a target pathway; it also maintained the secondary changes associated with using a specific pathway.
Notably, the metabolic-profiling data also supported PPP activation. In both samples in which carbon flow was shunted to the PPP state, our metabolism switchboard enriched the level of sedoheptulose-7-phosphate, a downstream PPP intermediate and one of the very few metabolites that was detected in the PPP or EDP (Fig. 5D) . Also, ribulose, a sugar that can be formed from the important PPP intermediate ribulose-5-phosphate, was enriched in the relevant metabolic states (Fig. 5D) . Thus, metabolic-profiling provided direct evidence of switchboard-mediated EMP activation and also offered insights on the shift of carbon flux to the PPP.
Conclusions
Here we describe the process of constructing and testing a genetic switchboard, culminating in the demonstration of controlling carbon flux through E. coli glucose-utilization pathways. Our metabolism switchboard riboregulated the enzymes Pgi, Zwf, Edd, and Gnd and determined the flow of glucose-derived carbon through the EMP, EDP, and PPP. Despite the strong preference of the cell for using the EMP, we shunted carbon to much less commonly used pathways, as evidenced by data over three biological scales. On the RNA scale, the metabolism switchboard successfully produced the desired amounts of mRNA in each metabolic state, highlighting tight and independent regulation at the simplest level. On the protein scale, our system dramatically shifted metabolic enzyme and pathway activities, showcasing a strikingly large range of protein production. On the metabolome scale, the switchboard altered, in a targeted manner, the levels of relevant metabolites and biomolecules, displaying control of even small subpathways.
There are a number of practical future uses for the genetic switchboard in biotechnology and metabolic engineering. For example, when shunting carbon through an industrially important pathway leads to the accumulation of toxic byproducts, the switchboard could switch pathways temporarily to alleviate stress on the cell. Also, our device could sample a variety of metabolic states at once in an effort to maximize the efficiency of an industrially attractive pathway. In almost every potential application, linking gene expression to bioreactor conditions would be a valuable innovation. Bioreactor feedback would allow the switchboard to sense the environment and respond appropriately to optimize carbon flux.
Materials and Methods
Plasmids. Basic molecular biology techniques were implemented as previously described (26) . All riboregulator systems were based on the published design (7). Genetic switchboards consist of two plasmids containing two riboregulators each, two different origins of replication, and two different resistance markers. See SI Materials and Methods for details on plasmid construction.
Flow Cytometry. GFP and mCherry fluorescence were measured using a Becton Dickinson FACSAria II flow cytometer. For each sample we recorded 100,000 events gated by a forward scatter and side scatter threshold. See SI Materials and Methods for more details.
Colorimetric and Luminescent Reporter Assays. β-Galactosidase activity was measured using the Yeast β-Galactosidase Assay Kit (Thermo Scientific), and luciferase activity was measured using the Luciferase Assay System (Promega). See SI Materials and Methods for more details.
qPCR. qPCR was performed using the Roche LightCycler 480. The mRNA concentrations for pgi, zwf, edd, and gnd were estimated using relative quantification, with lplT, a lysophospholipid transporter, and rrsH, 16S ribosomal RNA, as reference genes. A no-cDNA template control was analyzed also. See SI Materials and Methods for more details.
Activity Assays. Cells were lysed with a microtip on the Branson Digital Sonifier, and the Coomassie Plus Assay Kit (Pierce) was used to measure total protein concentration. Protocols for measuring activity from cell lysate were based on Peng and Shimizu (23) . The output of the Zwf and Gnd assays was NADPH, and the output of the EDP assay was pyruvate. NAPDH and pyruvate, corresponding to absorbance at 340 nm and 450 nm, respectively, were measured using a SpectraMax M5. See SI Materials and Methods for more details.
Growth Analysis. To calculate exponential growth rate for the metabolism switchboard and wild-type control samples, OD 600 was measured every 30 min, from 0-7 h, using the SPECTRAFluor Plus (Tecan).
Metabolic-Profiling. To prepare cells for metabolic profiling, 30-mL cell cultures were washed and resuspended in 3 mL 1× PBS, pelleted by centrifugation at 3,000 × g and 4°C for 3 min, and flash frozen in an ethanol-dry ice bath. Samples were shipped overnight to Metabolon on dry ice. See SI Materials and Methods for details on the metabolomics analysis.
